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The current climate of global competition, web-based technologies, and the use of social media and integrative 
software systems among others has created a shift in the business model for companies from selling products and 
providing services to a strategy that’s focused on customer satisfaction. 

Establishing strong relationships between the firm and its customers and suppliers has resulted in using methodologies 
to create a value chain to deliver the best value to consumers around the globe.  

The discussion on critical issues of satisfying customer needs and managing demand under the marketing and 
management prisms of subjects such as: (1) customer relationship management and consumer management in the 
internet age, (2) co-creation of shared value, (3) building new marketing capabilities, (4) managing effectively and 
efficiently supply chain networks, and (5) demand management strategies will offer for the first time a clearer picture 
about organizations’ challenges of balancing customer demands with customer satisfaction and loyalty.

The purpose of this special issue is to highlight important multidisciplinary contemporary themes, perspectives, and 
emerging practices in management and marketing in order to meet customer demands in the global market place. The 
intention is to raise the understanding of the new issues of the term “demand management” and how it can be achieved 
today in the global marketplace. This special issue is targeting academicians, researchers, and managers. However, 
the aim is to offer significant original knowledge and visualize its value to practitioners, professionals, and consultants.

Topics include, but are not limited to, the following:

• New conceptualizations and approaches for demand management

• From narrow management and marketing approaches to the creation of shared value

• Barriers and the transitioning to Marketing 3.0

• Profiling management and marketing practices in emerging economies

• Building and deploying marketing capabilities by emerging marketing firms in competitive markets

• Consumer management in the internet age

• Customer needs, wants and demands and strategic decision making

• Balancing competing customer demands with customer satisfaction and customer loyalty

• New demand response models

• New theories, models, and frameworks to understand customer demands today

• Effect of marketing channels’ practices on organizational performance

• Facilitating customer relationship management

• Models and frameworks for omni-channel retail supply chains ht
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• Managing long supply chain networks

• International marketing strategies in emerging exporting firms

• CRM as an emerging management practice

• Customer centricity in small exporting firms 

• Customer demands and privacy: big data’s marketing applications

• Customer perspectives on managing sustainability orientation

• Foreign global brands and cultural respect in emerging markets

• Brand localization in international markets.

All papers are refereed through a peer review process. All papers must be submitted online. 
Please read our submission guidelines at https://in.sagepub.com/en-in/sas/fiib-business-review/journal203492#submission-guidelines.

Last Date of Submitting the manuscript: July 15, 2019

For any query about the special issue feel free to get in touch with the guest editors. 

Notes for Prospective Authors

Submitted papers should not have been previously published nor be currently under consideration for publication elsewhere. 
(N.B. Conference papers may only be submitted if the paper has been completely re-written and if appropriate written permissions 
have been obtained from any copyright holders of the original paper). 
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Guest Editor:
Kayt Davies, Head of the Journalism Program, Edith Cowan University, Perth, 
Western Australia 

Data journalism is blazing new trails through the media landscape, tackling big 
issues, illuminating social patterns and exposing connections, but doing it requires 
skills additional to the usual journalistic canon.
 How are journalists finding ways to interrogate and present data stories? How are 
educators rising to the challenge of teaching data journalism skills? This special issue 
of Asia Pacific Media Educator aims to document the new ideas and approaches 
being embraced by journalists and educators.
 Submissions are welcome from journalists and educators experimenting with 
and pioneering approaches to storytelling using large and small data sets. We are 
seeking commentaries of 2000–4000w and research articles of up to 6000w.
 New approaches include info-graphic journalism, data scraping and cleaning, 
hacking and hunting for information on the dark web, as well as fostering 
understanding of statistics and quantitative literacy.
 Authors are invited to explore themes including, but not limited to:

•   Applied research on data journalism teaching strategies
•   Applied research about experiences teaching with various software packages
•   Theoretical approaches to data analysis
•   Coding in the context of teaching data journalism
•   Content analysis about data journalism in practice
•   Infographics as a journalistic medium
•   Geodata and story-maps
•   Data journalism in the pacific media
•   Ethical issues in data journalism

The  submission  guidelines  are  here:  https://us.sagepub.com/en-us/nam/asia-
pacific-media-educator/journal202138#submission-guidelines

Submission deadline: 30 January, 2018

Please submit 250 word abstracts to k.davies@ecu.edu.au by November 14, 2017.

Call for abstracts now extended to December 14 - due to delays in sending out 
the initial call for papers.

All submissions in double space should be submitted to k.davies@ecu.edu.au by 
email.
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